
INSTALL FABRICATE UPGRADE

The operation of a 
modern automotive gasoline 
engine is simple enough, 
it begins when the piston 
descends in the cylinder on 
the intake stroke, a low-
pressure area is created, 
and atmospheric pressure 
causes fuel and air to � ow 
in through the intake port. 
The piston then rises on 
the compression stroke, 
squeezing the fuel and 
air into the combustion 
chamber. The fuel is ignited 
and the expanding gases 
push the piston down on 
the power stroke. Finally, 
the piston rises on the 

exhaust stroke and the 
cylinder empties to begin 
the process again. If there 
is any shortcoming in this 
process it’s that power that 
is produced is dependent 
on the engine’s volumetric 
ef� ciency (VE) or how 
well the cylinders � ll on 
the intake stroke. With 
naturally aspirated engines 
atmospheric pressure 
provides the force that � lls 
the cylinders, which is why 
they run better at sea level 
where the atmospheric 
pressure is higher than high 
altitude where the pressure 
is lower. In any case the 

cylinders in most engines 
are seldom � lled as well as 
they could be with VE as 
low as 75 percent for typical 
“low performance” engines. 
High-performance engines 
may reach 85 to 95 percent 
VE and heavily modi� ed 
engines may do better yet. 

 
Superchargers

There is no question that 
the most direct means to 
enhance engine performance 
is to get more mixture 
into the cylinders—and 
supercharging is the most 
effective way to do that. 
Forcing fuel and air into 

Internal combustion engines have been around for some time—the concept 
was � rst patented in the mid 1850s and it’s been undergoing re� nement ever since. But 
regardless of the technology that has been incorporated in those gas burners we have grown to 
love, they are basically air compressors with fuel and ignition systems. 
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01 Jason Scudellari 
is responsible 
for this sanitary 
installation of a 
TorqStorm centrifugal 
supercharger on a 
GM LS3. Boost is 
factory set at 8-9 
psi, which provides a 
noticeable increase 
in horsepower. Note 
the twin fans to keep 
engine temperatures 
under control.

03 Our friends at the Westech 
Performance Group put the pickup 
through its paces on their chassis dyno. 
The accompanying dyno sheet shows 
the impressive numbers—549 b/ft of 
torque and 559 hp.

the cylinders with a pump, or supercharger, 
increases volumetric ef� ciency dramatically, 
as much as 50 percent more than is possible 
with normally aspirated engines. 

Superchargers have been around almost 
as long as the internal combustion engine. 
Gottlieb Daimler received a German patent for 
a supercharger in 1885. Today superchargers 
come in all shapes and sizes, but for the most 
part they can be divided into two categories: 
exhaust driven and crankshaft driven. 

02
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04 For strength and rigidity the 
TorqStorm’s housing is machined 
from billet aluminum and all internal 
components are specially coated for 
temperature and wear control. 
The supercharger is mounted via 
a hefty 3/4-inch CNC-machined 
aluminum bracket. 

04 For strength 
and rigidity the 
TorqStorm’s housing 
is machined from 
billet aluminum and all 
internal components 
are specially coated 
for temperature and 
wear control. 
The supercharger 
is mounted via a 
hefty 3⁄4-inch CNC-
machined aluminum 
bracket. 

05 To simplify 
installation the 
compressor 
can be clocked 
in any position 
relative to the 
housing and a 
self-contained oil 
supply eliminates 
the need for an 
external feed. 
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Turbochargers use the energy in 
the exhaust leaving the engine to drive 
a turbine. In turn the turbine drives a 
compressor wheel in a separate housing, 
which pressurizes the intake tract of 
the engine. While turbos are extremely 
effective, they do have some drawbacks. 
One is what is often described as turbo 
lag. In some cases it takes time for 
the turbo to “spool up,” or spin fast 
enough to create boost, so low speed 

throttle response is not as immediate as 
with crank-driven superchargers. Due 
to the exhaust plumbing installation 
can be complicated, and matching the 
size of the turbo to the displacement 
of the engine is critical for optimum 
performance across the rpm range

Certainly one of the most 
recognizable engine-driven 
superchargers is the Roots style, 
particularly the iconic GMC that topped 

06 Installing the higher capacity 
FAST fuel injectors was simply a matter 
of pushing them into place on the 
Aeromotive fuel rail. Note the bracket 
that secures the rail to the manifold.

07 With the injectors installed in the 
rails the entire assemblies are pushed 
into place and bolted to the FAST 
intake manifold. 

08 To ensure an adequate volume of 
fuel, an Aeromotive pump was installed 
in the fuel tank. Note the fi lter screen on 
the bottom of the pump and the integral 
return line clamped to the motor.
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10 To cope with the boost supplied 
by the supercharger a two-bar MAP 
(manifold absolute pressure) sensor was 
necessary. 

09 Aeromotive’s boost 
referenced fuel pressure 
regulator ensures the 
necessary fuel pressure 
in all circumstances. It 
increases fuel pressure on 
a 1:1 ratio with boost. 

11 Naturally aspirated engines used one-
bar MAP sensors. Supercharged engines 
use two-bar sensors that can produce 
twice the atmospheric pressure—29.4 
psi or up to 14.7-psi boost.

12 Scudellari’s naturally aspirated LS3 
initially relied on a self-tuning FAST 
EZ-EFI ECU to control the fuel and 
spark. The addition of the supercharger 
necessitated upgrading ECUs to the 
FAST XFI Sportsman model, which 
will allow Westech to custom tune the 
system to the engine’s needs. 

13 To provide 
the reliable 
spark a blown 
engine needs 
a set of Flame 
Thrower coils 
were installed.
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all those great front-engine top fuelers. 
While Roots superchargers produce 
boost right from idle, they are rather 
large and can be complicated to install. 
A variation of the Roots supercharger is 
the axial-� ow type that compresses the 
air as it moves between the screw-like 
rotors to create positive pressure without 
creating the heat the GMC type create 
and are more compact than the GMC 
and its derivatives.

Centrifugal Supercharging
Another version of a belt-driven 

supercharger, and the style we chose 
for the installation shown here, is 
the centrifugal type from TorqStorm. 
Similar in design to a turbocharger, 
these superchargers are belt driven by 
the crankshaft rather than being spun 
by exhaust gas. They are compact, are 
the easiest to install, and because they 
use centrifugal forces to compress the 

14 The new, high-performance coils 
attach to the high-rise Holley rocker 
covers.

16 Scudellari fabricated brackets to mount the 
intercooler behind the front bumper and above 
the antiroll bar. A custom scoop will help direct 
airfl ow through the intercooler.
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18 TorqStorm includes a blow-o�  valve to 
eliminate excessive pressure in the system 
when the throttle is suddenly closed.

17 The Summit kit came 
with enough tubing to 
fabricate the plumbing to 
and from the intercooler. 

15 To lower inlet temperatures to the 
fuel injection system Scudellari opted 
to install an air-to-air intercooler from 
Summit Racing. 
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air these superchargers are more ef� cient 
in terms of power consumption and heat 
production. 

According to the manufacturer, 
Accelerated Racing Products (a division of 
Accelerated Tooling) the TorqStorm scroll and 
impeller combo moves enough air to support 
upwards of 700 hp with intake temperatures 
of 185-200 degrees on a hot day. To 
accommodate various applications the scroll 
can be rotated on the supercharger body.   

Engine Modifi cations
In most cases a stock engine in good 

condition will handle a centrifugal 
supercharger with boost in the 6- to 
8-pound range. However, much above 
that, bee� er connecting rods, forged 
pistons, and a stouter bottom end 
are wise additions. Although head 
modi� cations can be bene� cial, for 
most street applications stock heads will 
suf� ce, as the blower will do the work. 

20 Once the tubes were cut to length 
they were TIG welded together.

19 Scudellari elected to run the intake 
tubing for the supercharger through the 
rear of the right side inner fender panel.

21 To prevent the fl exible couplers from 
slipping o�  the tubes beads were rolled 
into the tubing.
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23 Once the hole is 
cut in the sheetmetal 
this fl ange will provide 
a connection point for 
the intake plumbing—
the air fi lter we be on 
the other side of the 
fender panel.

22 The fl exible coupler will absorb 
movement and vibration between the 
engine-mounted supercharger and the 
fender panel–mounted air fi lter. 
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 As for camshafts, in most cases 

on the street the OEM pro� le will 
work � ne. However, keep in mind 
all grinders offer pro� les intended 
speci� cally for supercharged 
applications. However, be aware 
pro� les will be different between a 
Roots- or screw-type supercharger 
and a centrifugal style. Always get the 
manufacturer’s advice when choosing 
a cam for a supercharged engine.

Fuel System
To realize its full potential a 

blown engine must have an adequate 
supply of fuel. In most cases that 
means increased carburetion capacity 
or larger fuel injectors to supply the 
engine’s demands. In our case the 
FAST fuel injection was equipped with 
Aeromotive fuel rails mounting 60-lb/
hr injectors

Ignition System
Because of the increased cylinder 

pressures, blown engines require an 
ignition system capable of delivering 
a strong spark with increased cylinder 
pressures. We used Flame Thrower 
coils controlled by a FAST ECM.

Blow-Off Valve
The vacuum-controlled blow-off 

valve protects the system—it releases 
excessive boost, preventing damage 
to the system if the throttle suddenly 
closes on deceleration.

Intercoolers
When air is compressed it heats up 

and becomes less dense—that means 
there is less oxygen per cubic of air 
the engine takes in, which means 
less horsepower. To cool the engine’s 
incoming charge and increase density, 
intercoolers are often used. Ours came 
in kit form from Summit.

A Case In Point
Our tech center manager, Jason 

Scudellari, has been working on a ’56 
Chevy pickup for some time. Riding 
on a Fatman Fabrications chassis, 
power is provided by a GM LS3 
equipped with a COMP Cams camshaft, 
Eagle bottom end, RHS heads, and 
FAST electronic fuel injection. 

24 The intake plumbing is compact, out of the way, and draws air from outside the heat 
of the engine compartment. 

25 One of the advantages of centrifugal supercharger is the relatively compact 
packaging—of course the increased horsepower is nice, too.  

Even with that collection of parts 
Scudellari decided there was room 
for improvement, so he bolted on a 
TorqStorm supercharger.

As the TorqStorm comes with 
detailed instructions and is easy to 

install we’ve elected to concentrate 
on what Scudellari did after the 
supercharger was in place. Take a 
look at this compact and sanitary 
installation for some great examples of 
putting your truck under pressure. 
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